
The Substantial Liquid Contract and Immune System 

Supplement Manufacturer In New York 

We all are aware of the fact of how liquids play an important role in complete body growth and 

development. Liquids are one of the best substances to boost the immune system, especially during 

the time of the pandemic.  

Cavendish Nutrition has stood up as the premium Liquid Contract manufacturer over the years by 

providing ultimate service to our consumers and being loyal to them in every department as well. 

Our tons of experience in the natural wellness industry, nutraceuticals industry, and skincare 

industry, combined with our expertise and precision in contract liquid manufacturing provides a 

unique perspective that other contract manufacturer’s lack.  

We at CNF, as the top-notch liquid contract manufacturer manufactures the best Energy shot, 

herbal liquids, vitamin liquids, organic liquids; dietary liquid supplements, etc. We make liquids by 

dissolving active drug substances into aqueous and non-aqueous forms. We manufacture sugar as 

well as sugar-free liquids.   

CNF has AEMSA certified and FDA registered clean room lab. We take great pride in creating amazing 

brands in our high tech production facility. Every day 5,000 gallon of fluid is produced at CNF. We 

limit the danger of microbial defilement in the fluid. We are ensured with FDA enlisted office.  

We all know the best and probably the only way to prevent getting affected by Covid-19 is to boost 

the immune system. Considering the pandemic and discussing with our expert staff of medical 

officials and doctors we have manufactured the best immune system supplements. 

These are Vitamin D, Vitamin C, Zinc, elderberry, medicinal mushrooms, probiotics, and omega-3 

fatty acids, etc. We are the finest Immune System Supplement manufacturer due to our healthiest 

and transparent manufacturing practices. All immune system supplements are produced in a clean, 

dry, and hygienic place with all the organic and highest quality raw ingredients.   

Cavendish Nutrition is one of the few Immune System Supplement Suppliers who are persistently 

working on research and improvement on immunity health supplements to get ready highly-

effective nutritional supplements for immunity.  

Exceptional Private Label Supplements and Dietary Supplement 

Manufacturer  

Cavendish nutrition has an extensive product warehousing and high volume Private Label 

Supplements and Dietary Supplement manufacturing capabilities. The gathering of pros at 

Cavendish Nutrition is significantly talented and arranged. While private label supplements creating, 

we play out all the investigation, plan, fixing sourcing, blending, and gathering of the item. We have 

a master group of visual creators that can help with printing your image name, bundle the item for 

shopper sell.  

We are a pioneer in the nutraceuticals industry practicing as one of the best Dietary Supplements 

manufacturer. The entirety of our quality administrations is ideally conveyed. Our work is 
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comprehensively established on the rule of customer dedication and happiness.  We highly value 

your invaluable time; therefore, all of our quality services are timely delivered. Being a private label 

supplements producer and dietary supplement manufacturer, we play out all the examination, 

detailing, fixing sourcing, mixing, and assembling of the item. All of our private label supplements 

and dietary supplement manufacturing meet US FDA standards.    

Our quality services to each of our valued customers include: 

 Quick Turnaround 

 Robust Inventory Management 

 Unmatched customer service 

 Quality ingredients at the best prices    

The Best Protein manufacturer  

Proteins are one of the largest demanded nutraceuticals in the market. Protein manufacturing is 

highly valuable as it is amongst the few immunity booster substances. Taking the threat of pandemic 

into consideration and to increase the immunity level we at CNF, have modernized and modified the 

protein manufacturing process.  

We as superior Protein manufacturers have begun to manufacture the proteins in more modernized 

machines with adding extra class of hygiene. The total method of protein fabricating goes under 

careful and severe checking in order to get a definitive item with the highest caliber. Raw ingredients 

we use in manufacturing proteins are natural and of premium quality.   

Our protein manufacturer specialists make protein in machines that have the facility of V-blenders 

and ribbon so protein powders stay uniform and are perfectly filled.  The work environments and the 

limit places at CNF are temperature-controlled and all around maintained up in charge to keep the 

protein powder dry, new, and delicious.  

We manufacture a variety of proteins such as casein, whey, soy, etc.    

Why choose Cavendish Nutrition?   

 Quality service at affordable pricing 

 Variety of products manufactured 

 Highly skilled and dedicated staff 

 Latest technology machines 

 Strict measures of hygiene 

 Thorough checking of each product by specialists 

 Bulk manufacturing within a given or quick time 

 cGMP partner 

 Following all FDA standards 

 Secured Data management system  
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